
Chairman Peter Rodino 	 7627 Old Receiver Road 
Judiciary Committee 	 Frederick, lid. 21701 
House of uepresentatives 	 September 16, 1988  
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Rodin°, 

I have read Thomas Boyd's March 28, 1988 letter to you and its attached and Apt- 

dated letter not signed by William Weld. I write waking that for the record you please 

include this along with your file copies of them because they are false and misleading 

and those political assassinations are an important part of our history. 

I am a former reporter, investigative reporter, Senate investigator and editor 

and war-time intelligence analyst. I am the author of six books on the assassination 

of President Kennedy and its official investigations and one on that of Dr. °-ing. 

Unlike the books that are better known, mine do not pursue conspiracy theories and 

instead are a large study of the workings of our basic institutions a' those times of 

great stress and since then. As part of my work I filed a number of suits under the 

Freedom of Information Act seeking and ultimately forcing./over strong official resistance, 

a oonsdderable number of official records that until then had been withheld. The Congress 
wt/ 

amended the investigator' files exemption in 1974 over one of my earlier suits. his is 

specific in the legislative history. 

Please egcuse my typing because I'm 75 and am impaired in health and mobility. 

I have to type sitting sideways from the typewriter. 

Mr. Boyer explanation for the lomg delay in forwarding the Weld letter simply 

is not true. The Department did not just forget and lose that letter in bureaucratic 

vas Neess A number of those who do not agree with the official explanation of the 

assassinations were in regular touch with the Department and were told, including 

after the date of the letter to you, that the report would be disclosed in a short time. 

The first paragraph of the Weld letter concludes with the stock evasion of all 

officialdom, "that it appears unlikely that Its new information will emerge that 
pap alt 

would *tide a productive basis for further investigative activity regarding either" 

of these aesaBeinationi. There is nothing wrong with the "old" evidence that was mis-

represented and ignored. Moreover, the Department and the FBI got a considerable amount 

of "new information" in my lengthy FOIL Lawsuits. Everything I alleged was under oath 

and subject to the penalties of perjury. And it was certain& documented, to a large 

degree with the misrepresented and ignored official records I. obtained. 

The Bronson film, about which you also were not informed fully of accurately, is 

an illustration. Knowledge of it had been suppressed by the FBI until I spotted these 

reports,one of which I attach, and then friends of mine in Pallas located Bronson and 

saw his film. One was a reporter for the Dallas Morning News and it published several 

pages of individual frames from it. (I have added some of thy: marginal markings on this 



and another enclosure.) 

Of Bronson's 35mm picture the FBI agent said that although it showed the 'resident 

"at the precise time shots were fired" it was no good for evidence because it did not 

show Lee Harve0 swald with a smoking gun in his hands, i.e., "not sufficiently clear 

for identification purposes." This was the first working Aay after the assassination, 

long before any real investigation could have beep made. 

Of .L'ronson's motion picturef the agent stated it "failed to show the building 

from which the shots were fired," the latter a conclusion rather than the result of 

investigation. In fact it includes almost 100 individual frames not only of the 

building but of the very window from which the FBI says Oswald fired the sheits. Be 

is not in that window only moments before the shots were fired. 

The Dallas FBI didn't bother FBI114 with this report and, of course, FBIB4 

did not trouble the Warren Commission with a copy. 

Eden /earlier the Dallas FBI decided that Oswald was a lone assassin, before 

he was charged. The Dallas FBI record I enclose was, in fact, filed before Oswald was 

charged, after being routed and indexed and serialised. When another police agency phoned 

the Dallas office to say that an extremist group ought be considered suspects that 

report was annotated (it was in the form of a lead) "Not necessary to cover as true 

subject located." Before Oswald was even charged! 

it Oswald was the lone assassin was the instant vision of J. Edgar hoover. 

de boasted oe this the afternoon of that assassination and if you like I'll send you 

a copy. (I enclose only a few records that are on my deak because searching my files 

presents me with physical problems.) This was recorded in a memo to him by Carbha De 

L3ach, who was with Nr. hoover when he said what I paraphrase above. 

The preconception and the determination not to investigate the crime itself 

was universal in the 1epartnent and FBI. No sooner had Jack tVby killed uswald and 

ended prospects of a trial than Nicholas De B. Katsenback, then DAG and acting AG, 

formalised this in a memo to the President via Bill Moyers, attached. Before any 

realpinvestigation was possible, he wrote, "the public must be satisfied that Oswald 

was the assassin; tat he did not have confederates...; and that the evidence wee 
such that he would have been convicted at trial." 

Please believe me, I've read hundreds of thousands of pages of these records and 

the crimes themselves were never investigated. tThe FBI, when embarrassed later, said 

that it had not investigated the Aing assassination but had investigated Kay as an 

eicaPe4) 
o u2j14  

1.hile I cannot spa that ultimately what! e. Wed said about the alleged inability 

to make viae...ot24ronson'efilm is not true, I have read the earlier FBI records and have 

them. The‘ FBi stonewalled Bronson when his lawyer promised it a first'.generation copy 



to keep and unlimited access to the original as long as he was present. (This caution 

was not unwise considering that the crucial frames of the original of the film showing 

the assassination of President Kennedy taken by Abraham Zapruder disappeared immediately, 

a fact not only suppressed by the FBI itself (when, for example, it numbered those 

frames for the Warren Commission) - the FBI. never even asked a question about this, 

save alone investigate why the frames of the moment of the assassination were gone. 

the FBI accepted the fully-cooperative Bronson offer it would have been investi-

gating itself. 

The third parugr 	of the iald letter concludes with a noneequeltur with regard 

to the 1,,ronson film, questioning its value in accoustical studies, abiut which more 

below. In any kind of what can without question be called a real investigation the 

Bronson film was o# essential value not only with regard to the position of the Fresi-, 
dent when he was shot but for such other eseentia4s as background and persona visible 

in them. Aside from Oswald's absence from th.,,t window. 

The recortW.ni5of the Dallas police radio broadcasts of the time of the aseasai-
torvt,  Le At  ac-po 0-,Citi..rt,±41.0  ._ 

natior in 	C.A. 78-0322. The FBI swore to an assortment of known fpleehoode 

to deny any copy to me and, when I ultimately located for it and the DJ a 	y it 

knew it hadi I was refused a dub on the spurious ground that it could damage that 

recording. The FBI had and lied about having its own copy, hidden from/even its 

indices. Tne proof? First the fact that it transcribmiltaee4ortions of the recordings 

for the Warren Commission and then, when during my litigationiit was forced to make a 

search fof the House committee, it interviwed the police official who was present and 
d.'  bbl 

made the police recordings available. The FBW budden them on its own Wollennak reel - 

to-reel machine, about which it lied under oath in my lawsuit. There were two recorders 

used by the police, ona, a ray 4mdiograph, made a record, and the other, not m the 

a2 story eaye, a Dicta-phone but a Dictabelt. 1̀  nose FBI reports reflect that to make 

the dubs the originals had to be played a1o4a and the audib'e sound was recorded.rhis 

is ignored by the National. Academy of Sciences, which had only what the FBI gave it, 
,- Cq..,341-,141, 	 atia.pAlT 

but it is a possible explanation/of when the shots were recorded and how,rwfter the 
bv-v 	ilsthi-4 4% 

othq 	on conversati t,)ot:ivied 
li 
 -P by the NAS. 

uLadr 
On page 4 Mr. 444 has the usual official sokbledegook of reviewing incoming, 

unsolicited correspondence and at the bottom of that page he says that "all investi- 

gative leads which are known to the Department have beeb) exhaustively pursued." This 
.4.: 
ssond part is straight-out false, as I'll get to. 

aide from whet the ?apartment and the FBI learned if not earlier then in my 

undisputed evidence about both crimes in my FOIA litigation, after my book an the 

King assassination w& published I became defenee investigator. Iconducted the 

investigations for the habeas corpus, which succeeded, and for the two weeks of 



iedeek 44d46■/1  i4144 

aiidentiary heerings. I located and we produced live witnesses who were subject to 

cross-examination and there are transcripts. Oddly, although I am supposed to have 

received all the field office and lit. records on this case, they do not include these 

transcripts.
* 
 This in itself is more than enough to give the lie to what you were told. 

When the so-called investigation (and I say this after reading those records) 
of the Yffice of Professional gesponeibility was announced, I  offered to assist it in 
any way possible. r offer, ajide in the presence of my counsel, was not accepted. 

ede Mr. W#d concludes with an evasion, saying that there is "ho peveuaaive evi- 

dence...to support the theory of a otnepiracy in either" case.Lisiether or not there 

was a conspiracy is not a theory, it is a fact. tie is referring only to those theories 

offered publicly, and I agree that they cannot be supported. 4e does not say that the 

FBI does not have any evidence of a conspiracy in either case. The fact ii it has an 
abundance of evidence establishing the existence of a conspiracy in With cases and in 

my litigation it failed to refute, in fact even confront, the evidence that was in 

these oases relevant. 

Not to take your time and because I ask only that this be made part of your 
records for the futurg and for history, I give you two illustrations from the JFK 
files of the FBI, 

The official account of that assassination is that of the three bullets, all 
fired byoswald from the window in which the Bronson film does not show he was, the 

first entered the President's body at the iii-baae of the nee*, exiting though his 
shirt collar and nicking the knot of his tie in so doing; then infliotTed five addi- 
tional wounds on 4overnor Connally; the second missed entirely and struck a curbstone, 
causing a spray of concrete chips that slightly wounded a bystander, James Pave; and 

the third exploded in the President'S head. 

Of the President's clothing the FBI provided the Warren Commission with photograpelh 
so pool,  the Archives photographer told me they used all tlicheir skills to mke them 

unclear. I obtained, by accident I'm sure, an original set of FBI photographs under Fa/74 
-teal inet;ad of cepiee of them and I can supply those to you. What the Commission did 

fpa t  
not get from the FBI was its (hotograph of the shirt collar. Teis clear original makes 

it apparent that the damage to that collar was not caused by any bullet and that the 

damage to the tie also could not have been. More explanations if you desire them. In 

fact, the testimony of the only doctor to see the President before removal of -hie-dee 
c 

clothing, done under his supervision, is that the bullet-hole in the froniteeftiet 

President's neck was above the calar. In tact, under his supervision, two nurses 

cut the tie off, the usual procedure to which they testgild ire(-111e Commission. In 

doing this they cut slits in the collar and made a slight nick on the knot. The two 

144111F,134tIti4131F40.1444T,Ititlireeckrethereendeideare-ofteeeneidetrable-ell_ff-ereet 
ti 



collar slits do not ooincide with each other and are of considerably different lengths, 

although both are short. The nick in the knot of the tied does not cquincide with 

either slit by far and, #ing on the front only, ohvUeusly could not have been caused 

by any bullet?  fru* anywhere. avi  Avvvv- 	01-1.41,-trel-  4 4'0/444,474
) 

When I deposed FBI SA Robert Trasier, ballistic expert and liaison with the 

Commission, in a FOIA suit I showed this picture to him and sought to question him 

about it. He refused to give testimony but he did twice admit that he had had questions 

and as a resultliii-asked for a special examination of this evidence by a hair and 
44,17131 / 

fibers expert in hlw-labOJPaul 6jrombaugh. Stomb 	es report was within the litigated 

request and we asked for a copy. None was ever produced. 	is included in the great 

number of disclosed records. Nor is tee the fiaiier request in them. 

. W th regard to themissed shot and the Tague wounding, the FBI was ignoring this 

un 	AragrAPher Who 	took7An3 1iis paper published a picture of the damage to the 
1447' 

he gave me other prints of it and I have 

a Xerox of the Dallas paper with it and its caption, the paper the FBI got and reviewed 

daily; As a result', this could no longer be ignored. At first the FBI tried to con the 

Commission by suggesting that the regular washing of the streets could wipe out the 

bullet damage to the Ake of the curbstone. When that would not wash before the Commission 

it sent photographic expert Lyndal Shaneyfelt down. Be used the exiattAgOtos and 

located the precise point and even though he saw no scar or nick or hole had it dug 

up and took it to FBIH14 for spectrographic analysis. The enclosed synopsis page of a 

much longer Dallas FBI report makes it clear that the scar or nick did not exist when 

Siimmeyfelt went through this charade. They all kiiof the bullet impact. The FBI even 

transcribed the police reports on it as of the instant of the crime. As the FBI has to 

know and as is undenied in my litigation, that curbstone was patched.crilis is quite 
P.4-P-Ateddv/ 

visible at the Archives. So it went through the shabbyl-eretnae of making a spectro-

graphic analysis of th,-, patch as though it was the real thing hidden by the patch. 

And od all the many such tests, which include a thin piece of film, the only one 

missing from the FBI's files, at attested in my lawsuit, is this one, which it 

presumes was discarded, in violation of regulations, to save space. A thin piece of 

film of an historic case takes up that much spaces 

Moreover, although Frasier testifed to the Commission only that this teat showed 

what wwi tested could have been and probably was caused by a bullet, his handwritten 

notes which l got in the litigation says it tiould have been caused by an auto tire 

wheel weight. 

And, quite obvdously, the dead Oswald could not have patched that innocent s 

curbstone. Besides, he was in jail until killed. 

curbstone. (His print was never returned 



b 

These two bits of FBI evidence indica e the existence of a conspiracy because 

they ,establish that no one man could have 	all the acknowledged and reported, 

injuries. (The FBI also had evidence of other shots but ignored this also. I have 

those records, too. It dismimeed one by saying that bullet would not have fit in 

the ,o-called 0--aWald rifle.) There is much more bearing on this, much, much more. 

In the May evidential., hearing in "emphia I refer to above the judge ultimately 
held that for purposes of that hearing, whether or not '"ay would get the trial he 

never had, guilt or innocence were immaterial and hetite the trial. He could not 

avoid the unrefuted evidence produced on Ray's behalf, evidence that leaves it beyond 

question that the FBI's case does not exist and that there had been a conspiracy. I 

offered my set of tranecriptd at the time of the OPR inquiry and they were not 

accepted. Tne government, which I suspect doeEihave them hidden, easily done under the 

FBI filing system if you are ever interested, can have copies at any time. So can 

any committee. 

For purpose4of the record, I believe that FOIA makes me surrogate for the 

people and anyone can make copies or just examine them. In time they will all be 

part of a public archival at local good College. 

Please excuse the length, typing and other defects of this letter because I 

can do no better. And I do hope that if nothing else you will file this along with 

the 'oyd and Weld letters. 
Sincerely, 

IV/1/41J'  t"-)  

4Harold Weisberg 


